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Resistance to Love 
John 15:9-17 

 
 One of the more beautiful poetic expressions of human love I’ve come 
across is by the 20th century Chilean poet, Pablo Neruda: 

I don’t love you as if you were the salt-rose, topaz 
Or arrow of carnations that propagate fire: 
I love you as certain dark things are loved, 
Secretly, between the shadow and the soul. 

 
I love you as the plant that doesn’t bloom and carries 

Hidden within itself the light of those flowers, 
And thanks to your love, darkly in my body 

Lives dense fragrance that rises from the earth. 
 

I love you without knowing how, or when, or from where, 
I love you simply, without problems or pride: 

I love you in this way because I don’t know any other way of loving 
But this, in which there is no I or you, 

So intimate that your hand upon my chest is my hand, 
So intimate that when I fall asleep it is your eyes that close.1 

 
I admire Neruda’s poetry so much Wendy and I included this one in our 
marriage ceremony.  It’s something that inspires a person’s soul. 
 Love can be such an intoxicating emotion and experience that it’s no 

wonder it draws so much of our fascination and attention as human beings.  
We speak of love on so many levels—romantic, familial, a love for this or 

that, and so forth.  Whether real or imagined, love (especially the romantic 
blush of it) will inspire us to feel our best, to offer our best, and to be our 

best in a self-giving spirit toward another.  Love in its many expressions, 
manifestations, intentions, actions, and orientations is compelling, 
fulfilling, and life-affirming when offered and experienced.  Humanity’s 

noblest deeds and highest-minded thoughts are usually derived in some 
way out of the power of love.  It has a way of moving us from a 

																																																													
1	Pablo	Neruda,	“Sonnet	XVII”.	
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preoccupation with ourselves into the lives of others, where in relationship 
we often find the best that life has to offer. 

 It’s no surprise, then, that Jesus’ great emphasis was to “love one 
another as I have loved you” (John 15:12).  This isn’t merely superficial 

saccharine inspired by Hallmark.  Like Neruda’s poem, a love like this is 
evident even when no blossom exists—a love so deep, the evidence we see 

only hints at what lies below the surface.  The utmost expression of being in 
the divine Spirit is to love like this in word and deed—so integral it is to our 
sense of wellbeing, it’s as if love is the only language written into our DNA 

that is meant to be universally understood.  Love and affection are essential 
to all living beings from cradle to grave (evident even in the animal realm).   

Because this is true, we must then ask the obvious question: why do 
we struggle with it, even among those to whom we most naturally relate 
(i.e., parent/child, spouses, siblings)?  Why is love so hard?  More 

significantly, why is there resistance to love? 
 Lewis Smedes, in his book, “Love Within Limits”, identified the 

typical disconnect most of us have with this central commandment of Jesus 
to love one another.   

We are not village saints with little to do but find ways to be nice to needy people.  
We are [salespeople] trying to survive for our families’ sakes against tough 
competitors.  We are directors of business, who know from experience that “love” 
is not a byword in the board room.  We are union stewards in conflict with an 
obtuse management.  We are [spouses] trying to survive in a marriage where love 
has wilted into the boredom of mutual toleration.  And we are complicated 
individuals.  We have needs, drives, rights, and goals that do not easily harmonize 
with self-giving love.  Love may be simple.  Life is complicated. 2 
 

And because life is complicated, there is a resistance to love. 
 The Persian Sufi mystic, Rumi, made an interesting observation about 

this eight centuries ago: “Your task is not to seek love, but merely to seek 
																																																													

2	Lewis	Smedes,	Love	Within	Limits,	Eerdmans,	1978,	pp.	xi,	xii.	
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and find all the barriers within yourself that you have built against it.”  In 
other words, what is it within us that makes us resistant to love?  One could 

surmise that the barriers within could be haunting memories or harsh 
experiences that leave us with shame, regret, or guilt, or they could be parts 

to our persona which are broken or damaged (mentally, emotionally, 
psychologically, spiritually).  Barriers could be aspects to our personality or 

character that remain underdeveloped, preventing us from having control 
over our feelings or, in turn, lacking the emotional maturity to act in 
appropriate ways, or possessing the skills of discernment to accept only safe 

and considerate overtures of love.  Other things that might obstruct our 
vision for what a loving relationship could be (or should be) are our 

perceived needs or expectations—perhaps, insecurities that keep our hearts 
closed toward others, or depression and despair, where what overshadows 
us is our own pain, isolation, and fear.   

When we find ourselves in such a state, an image that resonates with 
me is that of a door where on the inside hangs a mirror.  Dressing mirrors 

(I believe they’re called) are found in many households.  Whenever the door 
gets closed, if we’re on the inside—the mirrored side—all we see then is 

ourselves, reflecting back at us.  This makes sense when we’re getting 
dressed, to be sure, but when it symbolizes our outlook on life, it represents 
something that isn’t so good, i.e., an emotional or spiritual fixation on 

ourselves that isn’t healthy for us or anyone else, especially if it’s due to 
vanity, or focused on emotional pain and suffering or self-serving interests.  

You see, a mirror often deceives us with a magnified or distorted view of 
who we are.   

I think you understand what I’m saying.  Whenever I close my heart 
toward another person all I can see is me—how I feel, how they make me 
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feel, how I react to them, etc., just like a mirror on the door reflecting back 
to me the focal points of my own image.  Egocentricity erodes love, as we 

don’t see anyone else in our “closed door” state (unless they’re useful to us); 
we don’t see them or perceive what they may be thinking or feeling or 

needing, as we’re focused more on ourselves—our view of things, our own 
set of needs, concerns, wants, desires, or as it may be, our own unhappiness 

and discontent.   
So, from brokenness and despair all the way to egocentric 

selfishness—these conditions make us resistant to love.  We’re preoccupied 

with self.  We struggle to offer love (especially unconditionally), and we 
won’t easily respond to it.  As it’s been said, “When love is present, ego is 

silenced”; so the opposite is true: “When ego is present, love is silenced.”  
An egocentric spirit makes us resistant to love, hence, it is destructive to life 
and relationships. 

 Aside from the obvious barriers within us that make us resistant to 
love (anger, disappointment, jealousy, envy, distrust, bitterness and 

resentment, insecurity, self-delusion, fear and phobia, i.e., most of the stuff 
that therapists and counselors look for whenever they treat troubled souls), 

I would add one more. I credit the psychoanalyst and popular writer, M. 
Scott Peck, with this insight; Peck thought the original sin of humanity was 
laziness.  Sometimes—many times—our own laziness makes us resistant to 

love; it gets in the way of addressing concerns and problem areas with 
others.  Laziness makes it seem easier to avoid someone than to confront 

issues you have with them (or they with you).  Or it tells us that it’s too 
exhausting to open up a Pandora’s Box of troubles in a relationship; it’s 

easier to live with it—to have “lives of quiet desperation”, to use Thoreau’s 
words.  Sometimes—many times—we are too lazy to fix what needs fixing, 
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so we miss opportunities to change and we reinforce the situation with an 
attitude that’s the exact opposite of love, i.e., indifference.  We don’t care 

anymore.  We forget that apathy and indifference are more harmful to a 
relationship than even the most passionate rage.    

 So, yes, life is complicated.  Why, then, did Jesus make it seem so 
simple—love one another—as if this were an easy thing, given all the 

baggage people carry around.  Was he even aware of the complications, 
inhibitions, obstacles, and prohibitions that get in the way?  If he was 
voicing the wisdom of God, why then is there such a demand for love, when 

the potential for resistance and failure is so high?  Why not leave love as a 
noble, philosophical ideal to aspire to—something optional until the 

circumstances warrant it, rather than insisting on it as divine command for 
all human behavior and relationships? 
 I don’t know.  The only thing that makes sense to me is this: if we give 

up on love as being the premise, essential need, or longing experience for 
human life, then what is left?  What could be more important—more 

fundamental to us—than love—something that would be inclusive of all?  If 
we give up and miss opportunities to let love do its redemptive work in our 

lives, what would we become?  What would we be, individually or 
collectively, without the security and affection of love in our lives? 

Honestly, I think this is why Jesus made “to love one another” an 

imperative—a command to be followed, not merely a proverb to be 
pondered.  Because of all that is in us resisting love, the remedy must be 

imperative!  It’s not just a truth to be believe in, it’s a deed waiting to be 
done!  Practicing love is the key, not just proclaiming it.  This follows the 

psychological principle that human behavior is conditioned more by action 
than by thought.  We will become more loving by practicing it than by 
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thinking about it. It makes perfect sense, especially in regard to resistance.  
You and I can be inspired by many things, but if our love is still limited to 

feelings or by inhibitions within us, if it’s only about good intentions rather 
than concrete acts of love, then we will not witness the redemptive power 

that love has to do its transforming magic in the world.   
That’s been our basic problem as human beings.  Jesus commanded 

his followers to practice love—to bear the fruit of it—not simply to believe 
in it.  He included everyone within the realm of our lives as worthy 
recipients, because even our enemies are to receive loving overtures from 

us.   
I don’t know many people who are easily inspired to love their 

enemies, but I know everyone of us are commanded to do this.  That’s the 
point; that’s why love is imperative—why it’s demanded of us.  If not 
inspired by feelings of care, mutual attraction, or affection, then it comes 

solely by duty.  Duty means, do the things that cultivate empathy and love, 
even if they are not inspired by feelings we presently possess.  Acts of love 

will do far more good in this world than mere feelings of love.  We create 
the reality of love by first acting in a loving manner, even against our 

beliefs, prejudices, and opinions, even against our laziness and brokenness 
and every other inhibiting, prohibiting factor within.  Act in love and the 
rest will follow—meaning, we will soon come to feel genuine love and care 

catching up to our deeds.   
For me, it’s clear this is how the text views it; love is an act of 

obedience, not just a noble truth to embrace.   
If you keep my commandments, you will abide in my love, just as I have kept my 
Father’s commandments and abide in his love. This is my commandment, that 
you love one another as I have loved you. 
 

Follow his lead, Jesus said; do the things that he has done. 
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No one has greater love than this, to lay down one’s life for one’s friends.  You are 
my friends if you do what I command you. 
 

It means acting in ways that require us to make personal sacrifices toward 

the goal of selflessness, i.e., the sacrifice of our ego out of concern for 
another.  Love means, stop looking in the mirror and, instead, open the 

door.  See who is on the other side.  Cultivating empathy is where love as an 
action begins to reap its reward.  Empathy for another person takes us from 

our life into theirs—keeping us focused on their story, their perspectives, 
their needs, their hopes, their dreams, and on their overtures that build or 
rebuild trust in the relationship.   

When our hearts are closed, we will only see our own images 
mirrored back at us.  If our hearts are open, we will see who is actually 

there on the other side of the doorway.  The act of cultivating empathy is 
what allows us to cross the threshold from our world into another’s—from 
selfishness to selflessness.  That is how we can turn even our fiercest enemy 

into a friend. 
 The wonderful, crazy truth about this is, even the most broken people 

can act in a loving way, even without feelings that match it.  We can act with 
kindness toward another, we can help serve a meal to someone in need 

even if solely by obligation; we can watch out for another, we can go the 
extra mile, without having anything to inspire it other than duty.  But by 
doing so, it will be received as an expression of love.  With an overture of 

love and compassion, this begins the marvelous, beautiful cycle of 
reciprocity that reinforces something good in each life.  Eventually, acts of 

love have the power to transform the spirits of unloving people into 
something new—a loving, empathetic, compassionate person.  If it takes a 
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command to get this started, live with it; in time, it will carry itself forward 
simply by the restorative spirit that takes over.   

Yes, life is very complicated; but acts of love don’t have to be.  That’s 
the beauty: Jesus didn’t demand the impossible.  It’s right there for every 

one of us.  Practice love and you will help create it.   
When love begins to rise, like the tide it will lift all lives, who are then 

inspired by the breath of God—lives where the winds of the Spirit will fill 
their sails, allowing them to cut through the resistance of deep-running 
currents and choppy seas—to take us to places no one imagined they’d ever 

be.    
      The Rev. Dr. Paul C. Hayes 
      Noank Baptist Church, Noank CT 
      6 May 2018 


